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à Introduction
A new function RCF has been added to the GOEDEL program. The membership rule used to define this function is:
member@x, RCFD
and@equal@RC@first@xDD, second@xDD, member@first@xD, VDD

All other properties of this function have been deduced from this membership rule, using the GOEDEL program itself.
In this notebook we summarize a few of these properties.

à Review: the function RC[x].
The function RC[x] introduced earlier performs relative complements with respect to x:
FUNCTION@RC@xDD
True

The domain of RC[x] is the power set P[x] provided that x is a set.
domain@RC@xDD
intersection@image@V, singleton@xDD, P@xDD
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A nice characterization of RC[x] is:
class@pair@u, vD, and@disjoint@u, vD, equal@union@u, vD, xDDD
RC@xD

This function is its own inverse:
inverse@RC@xDD
RC@xD

For any subset of x, a second application of relative complementation takes one back.
composite@RC@xD, RC@xDD
id@intersection@image@V, singleton@xDD, P@xDDD

Sine the complement of a set is a proper class, the function RC[x] is the empty set when
x is not a set.
RC@VD
0

Many formulas for RC[x] involve the class image[V,singleton[x]] which is either V or 0
depending on whether x is a set.
equal@V, image@V, singleton@xDDD
member@x, VD
equal@0, image@V, singleton@xDDD
not@member@x, VDD

à Characterizations of RCF
The function RCF takes x to RC[x].
lambda@x, RC@xDD
RCF

For any class x, the function RC[x] is a set.
member@RC@xD, VD
True

Consequently, the domain of RCF is the class V of all sets:
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domain@RCFD
V

Each RC[x] function is a bijection:
member@RC@xD, BIJD
True

The range of RCF is the class of all RC[x] functions, and therefore:
subclass@range@RCFD, BIJD
True

A point pair[u,v] belongs to some RC[x] function provided u and v are disjoint.
U@range@RCFDD
DISJOINT

The relation DISJOINT ia:
class@pair@x, yD, equal@0, intersection@x, yDDD
DISJOINT

à Some useful observations.
Many of the rules for RCF were obtained from this description of it:
composite@IMAGE@id@DISJOINTDD, VERTSECT@inverse@CUPDDD
RCF

Here CUP is the function
lambda@pair@x, yD, union@x, yDD
CUP

The functions VERTSECT and IMAGE are in general defined by
lambda@y, image@x, singleton@yDDD
VERTSECT@xD
lambda@y, image@x, yDD
IMAGE@xD

In particular, the function IMAGE[id[x]] is
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lambda@y, intersection@x, yDD
IMAGE@id@xDD

We call a relation thin if all its vertical sections are sets:
thin@xD
equal@V, domain@VERTSECT@xDDD

A key fact is that the inverse of CUP is a thin relation:
thin@inverse@CUPDD
True

The following indirect description avoids both VERTSECT and IMAGE, but gives only the composite
with the inverse of the membership relation E.
composite@id@DISJOINTD, inverse@CUPDD  composite@inverse@ED, RCFD
True

The membership relation E is characterized by:
member@pair@x, yD, ED
and@member@x, yD, member@y, VDD

